NEW!

Bariatric Products from Bradley
Providing peace of mind for restroom stability needs
Specifiers, designers and owners are working hard to make people of size feel
welcome and safe in their surroundings, not only in the healthcare industry but
in many other applications with a variety of user needs. Using heavy-duty,
third-party rated products will bring peace of mind and user satisfaction.

Benefits of Bradley Bariatric Products
Best in class bariatric program
Grab bars and shower seats with industry leading load ratings
Save time by specifying one grab bar or shower seat for all needs
Provide stability in the restroom with coordinating products
Eliminate job site confusion as to which products get installed where
Wide selection of configurations available

RIDING LAWN MOWER

GRAND PIANO

Shower Seat 9591

Grab Bar 852/857 *

Grab Bar 812

Shower Seat 9562

Grab Bar 832/837 *

Grab Bar 817

SMALL SAILBOAT

Shower Seat 957/9571 Grab Bar 8320-106360 *
Shower Seat 958

Grab Bar 8320-106420 *

* Only available in select dimensions. See back side and technical data for more information.

Meets FGI recommendations for Universal Design, including
people of size and bariatric. To see the FGI 2018 Edition please visit:
www.fgiguidelines.org/guidelines/2018-fgi-guidelines/

BRADLEYCORP.COM

Grab Bars
8320-106 Series

Always known for durability and
reliability, Bradley grab bars are now stronger than
ever bringing more options to specifiers and designers.
Bradley grab bars are rated to 900 lb, 1000 lb and 1250 lb depending on the
model. Now a single grab bar model can be specified for any restroom. Whether
it’s specifically healthcare or other applications, such as, hospitality, airports or
education. A wide selection of grab bar configurations are available to cover a
variety of restroom layouts.
Bariatric Grab Bar Models and Dimensions
RATING (LB)
OD

900

1000

1250

1"

1.25"

1.5"

1.25"

MODEL
852/857

MODEL
832/837

MODEL
812/817

MODEL
8320-106





CONFIG. #

LENGTH

-001

12"



18"







24"





36"







42"







48"





54"



-059

up to 42" x 54"





-057

30" x 30"





-054

33" x 30"



-055

24" x 24"



-060

36" x 60" x 36"



Shower Seats
Bariatric shower seats are available with ratings from 500 lbs to an
industry leading 1200 lbs. These heavy duty units provide
stability and comfort in the shower room.
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